
a Xynthetic Netlabel Compilation



Xynthetic Netlabel’s Statement of Purpose

The name “Statement of Purpose” couldn’t be a 
more apt title with regards to defining the very 
nature of the record label/netlabel that we are 
bringing to you. Josh and I both come from very 
different backgrounds musically but find common 
ground in the music that we love.  As such, we 
have tried to present you with a compilation that 
covers as much of the musical spectrum that we 
both draw from – featuring established artists and 
newcomers.
 We cannot be happier with the caliber of 
artists that have chosen to participate in this 
compilation – 26 tracks of totally free music.  Not 



only free, but a compilation comprised of really 
quality music.  One that crosses the boundaries 
that Josh and I found an affinity for. 

   We hope this first effort will set the bar for our 
future releases and drive us creatively to continue 
to bring you the styles of music we love from 
artists we hope to find.   

Listen and enjoy,

Graeme Foote
Xynthetic Netlabel, 2007



Contributed Statements
Apoplexia “Zero-Wing Space Combat” composed and produced by David De Garie-Lamanque
thank you to Josh and Graeme at Xynthetic very much for giving me this opportunity, and I’d also 
like to thank my sister Ève, my friend Gabriel, Yann of Iszoloscope, and all the people who believe 
in my musical project. 

Amorph “Eating the Ground” written and produced by Lionel Raymaekers

Adaptive “Eschelon”  written and produced by Liam O’Leary

Aphorism “Covert/Convert” written and produced by Josh Pyle

Blaerg “Reverse Entropy Catalyst” fromthegut.org

ChemicalX “Asylum” produced by ChemicalX (B.Sharp & J.Freeman)  
Big shouts to the whole of the Aotearoa DnB scene! Oh and our lovely ladies

Daega “Break In” written and produced by Ben Searles and Josh Searles

Displaer “Idling” written & produced by m.morton www.dsplcr.com

Dryft “The Resurrect” all music by Dryft (c) + (p) 2007

Emulsion “A Long String Unwinding”  (p) “Cathode Ray Dreams” (ASCAP)   
www.emulsionmusic.com

Exillon “Rockmoss”  all music by Jay Fields   nollixemusic (p)   thanks Josh & Graeme  exillon.com

Incite & Degauss “Saturation (SoP Mix)” produced by Graeme Foote and Degauss

JGarrett “Steamroller 5” produced by JMGarrett in Xynthetic Space (Vancouver, BC)

Joseph Auer “Morning Tones” written and produced by Joseph Auer

Keef Baker “ar53” produced by Keef Baker

Mochipet “Totoro Techno One”  (c) + (p) botan music ascap  writer: david wang
http://www.mochipet.com     http://www.dalycityrecords.com

Phylum Sinter “Progress, Regress, Repeat” written by Phylum Sinter  
recorded and engineered at Sinterbox Studios.  Thanks to Eris for her golden apple.

Portland “The Return of Richard Belmont” by PDX. shout outs to: newcastle brown ale and top 
shelf vodka’s everywhere.



Psonikadia “Rigpa” written, recorded & produced by Nick Aitchison at Mind studios,  
Brighton & Hove, UK. Thanks to Howard for all his love and support, my family and the  
Xynthetic crew for their dedication to the cause.

Revelstoker “Twister”  written and produced by Chris Peterson, Jason Filipchuk, Ryan Holland

Sascha Müller “Black Day” www.supersix.de  Thanks to: my girlfriend, my parents and to Roy

Urusai “Phantom Limb” produced by Gregg McGillivray Thanks to Graeme and Josh at Xynthetic

Userwave “The Titan” written and produced by Jason Justin

Xyn “Depot Town Acid (Cut Mix)” produced by JMGarrett in Xynthetic Space (Vancouver, BC). 
Thanks to all the usual suspects.

Yesterday’s Favourite “Tide (Electro Mix)” written by Mike Levy and Zahir Manek.

Zainetica “Future 740” written and produced by Mark Streatfield  (p) (c) Mark Streatfield 2007

 

XNL thanks: all the artists who have contributed to make this compilation possible... and all the 
people who have downloaded it.  Thanks to the DJs who spin the tracks.

Josh thanks: Graeme for coming onboard and doing a lot of the heavy lifting. April for continued 
patience and understanding. And a whole lot of other folks for a whole lot of other reasons.

Graeme thanks: Josh for the motivation to get me writing music and the patience for all my 
questions. In addition to that - for Xynthetic Netlabel.  April for putting up with the ‘other 
woman’.  Robyn for always supporting me in what I do.



 1.  Dryft ........................................ The Resurrect
 2. Mochipet .............................Totoro Techno One
 3. Userwave ......................................... The Titan
 4. Daega ................................................Break In
 5. Displacer ................................................ Idling
 6. Zainetica .......................................Future 740
 7. Exillon .............................................Rockmoss
 8. Portland ............. The Return of Richard Belmont
 9. Incite & Degauss ............... Saturation (SoP Mix)
 10. Psonikadia ..............................................Rigpa
 11. JGarrett ....................................Steamroller 5
 12. Aphorism .................................Covert/Convert
 13. Keef Baker ............................................. ar53
 14. Phylum Sinter .......... Progress, Regress, Repeat
 15. Yesterday’s Favourite  ..............Tide (Electro Mix)
 16. Apoplexia ...................Zero-Wing Space Combat
 17. Xyn ..........................Depot Town Acid (Cut Mix)
 18. Revelstoker ......................................... Twister
 19. Amorph ............................... Eating the Ground
 20. Sascha Müller ...................................Black Day
 21. Joseph Auer ..............................Morning Tones
 22. Blaerg .......................Reverse Entropy Catalyst
 23. Adaptive ........................................... Eschelon
 24. Urusai ...................................... Ph ntom Limba
 25. ChemicalX ........................................... Asylum
 26. Emulsion ..................... A Long String Unwinding
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